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Abstract
More than 150 years after the publication of On the Origin of Species, the origin of species remains an 

unsolved puzzle. Uncovering the source of eukaryotic species’ genotypic and phenotypic diversity would 
be of tremendous aid in understanding the larger species’ origin picture. In this study, we demonstrate 
that the comparison of mitochondrial DNA clocks to nuclear DNA clocks necessitates the existence of 
created nuclear DNA heterozygosity within the ‘kinds’ of the Creation week. We also show that created 

account for species’ phenotypic and genotypic diversity. Our Created Heterozygosity and Natural Processes 
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Introduction
The mechanism by which species originate has 

been hotly debated at least since Darwin. Over 150 
years ago, Darwin effectively turned the tide of the 

species change over millions of years via a process of 
natural selection. 

However, despite summoning data from ecology, 
paleontology, geology, biogeography, anatomy, 

to his thesis. Since species are  by heritable 

the question of the origin of species was—and is—
genetics.

species’ ancestry, and genetics even records the time 
of origin for extant species, as recent investigations 

as the preferential survival of individuals to reproduce, 

to the heart of the evolutionary hypothesis. In light 

confessed in 1859, “Our ignorance of the laws of 

To be fair, ignorance of genetics was shared 

fundamental observations on inheritance would not 

On the Origin 
of Species
alive today weren’t discovered for nearly another half-

last few decades have the number of DNA sequences 
in public databases exceeded the current number of 

1 Thus, the direct test of Darwin’s 
hypothesis and the ultimate answer to the question 
of the origin of species have not been available until 
recently. 

The evolutionary answers to the questions of 
species’ ancestry and time of origin have failed to 

http://www.answersingenesis.org/arj/v9/genetics-heterozygosity-molecular-clock.pdf
http://www.answersresearchjournal.org
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On the question of mechanism, in 1859 Darwin’s 
answer may have seemed plausible, but modern 
molecular discoveries render it highly improbable, 
if not impossible, as the explanation for the origin 

The failure of Darwinian evolution as an 
explanation for the origin of species does not imply 
that the answer to this long-standing debate is found 

with the revolution in genetics, the creationist model 

on the questions of from whom, when, and how 
species originate. By carefully exegeting the text 
of Scripture, modern creationists have built upon 

a variety of mechanisms on species’ origins within 

can arise. In contrast to evolution, the Bible permits 

require unique—if not miraculous—mechanisms to 
explain the speciation process.

derive them from one another via universal common 

activity, God ceased from creating. Since His rest 

[the seventh day itself obviously does not continue 

the origin of species.
However, after Day 7, God did not deistically 

and continues to rule His creation by “upholding all 

rather than by “creating new things every day by the 
word of His power.” He is the reason that the laws 
of physics and the laws of nature are in operation 
and continue to operate, and He is the reason that 
the universe hasn’t collapsed into oblivion. Though 

and performed many miracles during His earthly 
ministry, and though some of His miracles seemed to 

exception, not the rule to God’s “upholding” activity. 

Day 6, but God’s active involvement in the universe 
did not—a conclusion which represents the second 
Scriptural bound on the origin of species question.

For Darwin’s opponents in 1859, this is where the 

species, and, 
therefore, no new species would have formed after 

General Aspects of the Young-Earth Creation 
Speciation Model

families are composed of multiple species, this implies 
that speciation has occurred post-Creation and post-
Flood. Furthermore, this fact, together with the fact 
of God’s continuing rest from creating, imply that 
these species formed via natural processes—those 

“upholding” activity, such as the laws of nature, the 
operation of the environment, the laws of physics and 
chemistry, and the observable processes of genetics 
and cell biology.

Determining the exact number of species that have 
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growth in molecular information has occurred in the 
last few decades.
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Consequently, some of the species diversity within 

implying that members of the same family may have 
separate ancestries while still belonging to the same 

If true, then explaining the origin of some species 

natural mechanism.

their population sizes were reduced to two or perhaps 

is primarily a common ancestry question.
For the extant members of the terrestrial and 

number of species versus the number of families in 
2 In addition, since preliminary 

on the YEC timescale may be even higher. Either 
3 

The paleontological record adds a nuance to this 

represent post-Flood burial. Since the Pleistocene 
layers represent Ice Age deposits, and since the Ice 

then Tertiary layers represent a short window of 
time between the end of the Flood and the ice age. 

These layers contain a tremendous amount of 
species’ diversity, implying that a massive burst of 

mammal families found in both the Tertiary and 
Quaternary layers, many more genera are preserved 

4 It’s as if an 

the end of the Flood and the Ice Age, and then tapered 
off dramatically for the next several millennia. 

the YEC species’ origins model faces.

followed by a burst of extinction. By the time of the ice 
age, most of the mammalian genera that had formed 
as well as a similar percentage of families that were 

Since most YE creationists put the date of the ice 
age in the centuries following the Flood, this period 
of extinction was as rapid as the proposed period of 
Tertiary speciation. By contrast, since the number of 

2

ratio that exists in these classes.
3

Flood date of 4365 years ago.
4 The number of Tertiary and Quaternary mammal fossil occurrences was downloaded from the Paleobiology Database 

in their default state. 
[As per the published desire of the Paleobiology Database, we cite here a representative reference from an identical search 

only the occurrences with explicit “period” designations were included. This action reduced the total number of occurrences from 
81,046 to 75,528, a 7% reduction. Second, only those occurrences with explicit “family_name” labels were included, which reduced 
the total number of occurrences to 71,055, an additional 6% reduction. Third, the table was analyzed in terms of genus entries 

further reducing the total number of occurrences to 4267. Separately, the table was also analyzed in terms of species entries, 

Tertiary Quaternary
Total genera in families 
present in both layers 1963 913

Table 1. Tertiary-to-Quaternary decrease in the number 
of genera in mammal families shared between both 
layers.
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little extinction happened over the next several 
millennia.

Since little overlap exists between the species 
found in the Tertiary and the species alive today 

5 speciation in the families that survived 
this extinction appears to have restarted as if the 

evidence indicates that speciation has been ongoing 

Hence, for extant species, though the timing of their 

as compressed as for the extinct species represented 
in the Tertiary layers.

higher in the fossil record—perhaps at the Pliocene-

few thousand years, not a few hundred.

amounts of morphological change in a window of time 
that, by comparison with evolution, is extremely short. 

Despite this small temporal duration, the most 

question of the mechanism of species formation is 

to reproduce
of this discussion. In addition, regardless of the 
role of survival in speciation, modern species are 
the descendants of the original creatures, and 
genetics will, therefore, bear the stamp of whatever 
mechanism gave rise to modern species.

timescale for speciation reveal additional reasons 

how species arose is genetics. For example, opponents 
of YEC occasionally express serious doubt about the 

thousand years. Generating a tremendous diversity of 
morphologies seems, to them, an intractable problem.

simultaneously highlight the central role of genetics 

analogy comes from developmental biology. In the 

process of development transforms a morphologically 
non-descript single cell into a complex, highly 
specialized adult form in a small window of time. 

Lithobates sylvaticus
develops from a single cell to a sexually mature adult 

5 The raw data for extant mammal family, genus, and species numbers as well as for Tertiary mammal family, genus, and species 

Development

(<3 years)

Speciation

(< 4365 years)

Fig. 2. Phenotypic change on various timescales. The wood 
Lithobates sylvaticus

sexually mature adult in less than three years, undergoing 
massive phenotypic transformation in the process. By 
contrast, over the course of 4365 years, the 37 cat species 
that exist today arose from a common felid ancestor—a 
much smaller level of phenotypic change. Thus, producing 
extensive phenotypic species diversity in a few thousand 
years is not an unreasonable postulate.
Image credits: 

Tertiary Extant Extant in Tertiary (%)
Families 457 151 124 (82%)

Genera 3339 1229 333 (27%)

Species 9575 5436 135 (2%)

Table 3. Taxonomic overlap between Tertiary and 
Extant mammals.

Tertiary Quaternary
Total 

Decrease in 
Quaternary

Percent 
Decrease

Total 
genera 3339 927 2412 72

Total 
families 449 145 304 68

Table 2. Total Tertiary-to-Quaternary decrease in the 
number of mammalian genera and families.
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In contrast, the origin of the various cat species 
in the family Felidae from a common ancestor on 

over 4000 years. Since any two felid species have far 
fewer phenotypic differences between them than do 
an amphibian egg and an adult frog, producing a 
wide range of species morphologies in a few thousand 
years 
the YEC timescale based on morphology alone are 
misguided.

responsible for development are different from the 
mechanisms responsible for speciation. During the 
process of development, the zygote begins dividing, 
and each cell division results in the transmission 
of the entire genome to each daughter cell, with 

diversity of the adult arises from a single cell, not 
via changes to the DNA sequence in each cell, 
but via changes in the timing and location of the 
expression

DNA sequence differences separate species from one 
Drosophila 

changes are responsible for the origin of species, not 
epigenetic changes.

Nevertheless, some have still tried to argue that 
the mechanisms controlling these two processes are 

have suggested that DNA is not the primary physical 
basis for heredity, implying that analogies between 
development and speciation are legitimate. However, 
experimental data to date fail to demonstrate 

Instead, the primary role of epigenetics appears to 
be maintenance of cell identity differences within 
an individual, not maintenance of organismal 
differences between

the data continue to trend towards this conclusion 

must be based genetics, not morphology.
The second analogy that reiterates the importance 

of genetics to the YEC speciation mechanism and 

comes from Darwin himself. His seminal publication, 

On the Origin of Species, opens with a comparison 
of breeds to species, and Darwin argued that breeds 
have more morphological variety among them than 
do some species in the wild. Though his purpose of 

ancestry question rather than the mechanism 
question, Darwin’s observation still holds true and 
is, therefore, all the more relevant today to the 
mechanism dispute. 

For example, let the number of breeds and the 
number of extant species represent a measure of 
phenotypic diversity. In some families breeding 
has produced far more phenotypic diversity than 

6 

breeds involves phenotypic change that is stable over 

both are the result of genotypic type. Furthermore, 
since these domestic breeds arose via intelligent 
human intervention, these breeds must have arisen 
contemporary with the existence of intelligent human 

intelligent human populations have been around 
for only a very short duration of time. Together, 
these facts demonstrate that a profound diversity of 

speciation timescale.
These facts also underline the importance of 

genetics to the YEC speciation mechanism question. 
the 

tremendous morphological diversity in breeds, and 
if the morphological diversity in breeds exceeds that 

6

Total Breeds Wild Species Breed Excess

Phasianidae 1555 187 1368
Anatidae 452 178 274
Struthionidae 16 2 14
Casuariidae 1 3 -2
Dromaiidae 1 3 -2
Columbidae 68 326 -258

Table 5.
domesticated bird families.

Table 4.
domesticated mammal families.

Total Breeds Wild Species Breed Excess
Bovidae 3218 135 3083
Equidae 873 7 866
Suidae 669 18 651
Leporidae 231 62 169
Camelidae 106 3 103
Caviidae 17 18 -1
Cervidae 12 55 -43
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produce the phenotypic diversity seen in species.

Resolving the Details of the Mechanism
Within the bounds of this general speciation 

could potentially operate. Conversely, to date, a large 
number of YEC hypotheses have been put forth, 

added to this list as the number of YEC participants 
grows. Hence, at present, identifying which of 
these hypotheses—or which combination of these 
hypotheses—is the correct explanation remains the 
biggest explanatory challenge for the YEC speciation 
model on the question of how species originated.

Since this question is primarily historical in nature 
rather than a question of present processes, the 
weighing and evaluating of each of these hypotheses 
should follow several steps. First, hypotheses must be 
evaluated for functional relevance. For a particular 

producing the phenotypically distinct population 

demonstrate the functional necessity of the sequence 

show functional  for the species’ phenotype. 

mechanisms can be evaluated.
For example, one of the speciation events in the 

the YEC hypotheses on speciation should be evaluated 
for their ability to causally explain this relationship. 

to be directly involved in the protein-coding sections 

transposon-based proposals might predict that TE 

involved—perhaps in the genomic reorganization of 
the nucleus such that the genes encoding stripes are 
transcriptionally activated. If TEs are found to have 
no functional relationship with the genes encoding 
stripes, then this hypothesis on speciation would 
appear functionally irrelevant on this particular 

Second, hypotheses on the mechanism of 
speciation must be evaluated for genetic relevance. A 

must account for these differences. 
For example, since the text of Genesis states that 

a minimum of two individuals and a maximum of 14 

of alleles at a single gene locus were present in the 

were diploid, and if we assume that only a single allele 
could be present at an individual gene locus, then a 
maximum of 28 alleles at each gene locus were carried 

models must explain the origin of these alleles. 
In addition, as noted above, millions of single 

other forms of variants by an order of magnitude 

account for the origin of all of this genetic diversity in 
a few thousand years

Third, hypotheses on the mechanism of speciation 
must be evaluated for genetic plausibility. For 
example, an investigator might propose that, when 

challenges, they synthesize entire biochemical 
systems de novo. While novel, this hypothesis is 
highly implausible at present—we’ve never observed 

non-miraculous mechanism exists that could play a 

to the realm of ad hoc speculation. 

much more plausible since we have already observed 
the operation of these processes in the present. No 
miracles are required to explain these processes, 
and, therefore, fewer theoretical hurdles must 

Conversely, genetic plausibility must be evaluated 
for each hypothesis on at least two levels. On an 

processes. At a population level, hypotheses must 
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explain how the genetic varieties in individuals lead 
to the formation of populations of phenotypically 
distinct species. Again, observable processes or 

realm of the ad hoc.
Fourth, and following naturally from the third 

test, hypotheses on the mechanism of speciation 

proposed explanation for the origin of species must 
come in the form of a testable, predictive, accurate 

alternative to the evolutionary model should meet the 
criteria to which young-earth creationists have held 
evolutionists for years—namely, a match between 
testable expectations and actual data. 

For example, creationists have long chided 
evolutionists for a lack of conformity between 
evolutionary expectations about the fossil record and 

instances where facts have contradicted predictions, 

criticism from the YEC community. Conversely, 
young-earth creation models on the origin of species 
must not repeat these same errors.

Fifth, hypotheses on the mechanism of speciation 
must be evaluated for explanatory scope—they 
must explain both sides of the speciation question. 

Hence, robust YEC explanations for the origin of a 
vast number of species must explain not only how 
genetic mechanisms produce so many phenotypes, 
but also how these processes did not transform one 

For example, if directed mutations are responsible 
for the tremendous amount of post-Flood speciation 
that has occurred, why haven’t directed mutations 

instead, transposons are responsible, why haven’t 
transposon-mediated mechanisms produced a new 

YEC speciation hypotheses. 
To date, little young-earth creationist investigation 

performed. While Intelligent Design advocates have 

mechanism by which biological change is limited 
within the YEC view.

In this study, we attempt to advance the 
YEC model by articulating a testable, predictive 
hypothesis that we term the Created Heterozygosity 
and Natural P
the CHNP hypothesis is a version of the hypothesis 
previously referred to as the fractionation of created 

hypothesis proposes that diploid individuals were 
created heterozygous, and that natural processes 

genetic diversity, thus producing the genotypic 
and, consequently, phenotypic diversity we observe 
today. 

To be sure, this is not a deistic hypothesis. 

model recognizes that God is actively involved in 
His creation, providentially upholding it to this 

means, including via the environment and the 
natural processes that He supernaturally designed 
and upholds. 

genomes and that the genetic variety in these 

mutation processes—only at rates consistent with 
documented genetic processes and parameters. 

processes thereafter. Thus, since our model is free of 
ad hoc miracles and otherwise unobservable natural 

criteria for the third test above, genetic plausibility 
at the level of the individual organism.

In the remainder of this paper, by using a variety 
of genetic data and population growth models, we 
demonstrate that our CHNP model is necessary 

diversity observable today. We also describe 
testable predictions by which our hypothesis can 
be further evaluated in the future. In other words, 
we intend to show that our model is genetically 
relevant, comprehensive in explanatory scope, and 

discoveries on the relationship between genotypes 
and phenotypes, we also argue that our model is 
functionally relevant.
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Materials and Methods
Comparative Mitochondrial and 
Nuclear SNV Diversity Predictions 

designed to match as closely as possible analyses 

between the two compartments as parallel as 
possible. Consequently, some of the mtDNA analyses 

to more closely mirror the nuclear DNA analyses 
performed in this study. 

For humans, nuclear single nucleotide variant 

In Drosophila
performed only on D. melanogaster and D. simulans. 
Therefore, we used their mtDNA NCBI accession 

Drosophila
obtain their whole mtDNA genome sequences from 
NCBI Nucleotide
nuccore

html ces 

with gaps. Then all gaps were stripped from the 
alignment. BioEdit was then used to create a sequence 

differences between the two species. This number 

For Daphnia pulex

differences among several individuals in the same 
species. Hence, the previously published D. pulex 

were copied directly from those published previously 

However, these predictions were compared to a 
D. 

pulex individuals, and these numbers were extracted 

For the Saccharomyces cerevisiae mtDNA 

the divergence calculation published previously 

mutations/base-pair/generation 
was converted to a rate in units of mutations/mtDNA 
genome/year using a published range of generation 
times for S. cerevisiae 
approximation of the range of mtDNA genome sizes 
for S. cerevisiae from NCBI 

used to predict how many base-pair differences would 

This prediction was compared to an estimate of 
S. cerevisiae 

S. paradoxus
structural differences exist between S. cerevisiae 
and S. paradoxus, a simple pair-wise whole mtDNA 
genome alignment between the two species was not 
possible. Instead, the nucleotide divergence between 
the two genomes was estimated from a gene-by-gene 
comparison of the two genomes published previously 

divergence for these regions was multiplied by an 
approximation of the range of mtDNA genome sizes 
for S. cerevisiae

mental Table 6 

Nuclear DNA comparisons for all four species 
were performed according to a common protocol. 

Homo sapiens
et al. 2014 for Drosophila melanogaster

Saccharomyces cerevisiae
and Keith et al. 2016 for Daphnia pulex

Second, these published rates were converted to 
more useful units. The published rates were measured 
in units of mutations/base-pair/generation, and they 
were converted to mutations/genome/year with the 
generation times and genome sizes for each species. 
Generation times were estimated for humans to 
be between 15 and 35 years, and generation times 
were obtained from the literature or from academic 
websites for Drosophila melanogaster

Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Daphnia pulex

genome sizes for each of these species were obtained 

Because all four species possess a diploid stage 
during at least part of their life cycle, the nuclear DNA 
mutation rates were multiplied by 2 to determine the 
mutation rate in units of mutations/diploid genome/
year. 

Third, the converted mutation rates were used to 
predict genetic diversity over 6000 years for these 
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of predictions, the highest and lowest measures of 

species. 
In most cases, our predictions were for nucleotide 

differences between separate species, and we used 

individuals were from the same species and since 
the Daphnia pulex individuals were all from the 
same species, we used a coalescence calculation 

predictions.
Fourth, these predictions were compared to 

measures of actual nuclear DNA diversity within 
or between species. In Homo sapiens, the range of 
heterozygosity estimates for individuals from several 
different no

Among Drosophila species, several possessed 

D. simulans for the comparison, 
and we multiplied the estimate of the divergence 
between D. simulans 
D. melanogaster by the D. melanogaster nuclear 

n the actual nucleotide difference 

Nuclear DNA diversity predictions for Daphnia 
pulex were compared to the range of heterozygosity 
estimates from multiple D. pulex

Nuclear DNA diversity predictions for 
Saccharomyces were compared to an estimate 
of the genomic divergence between S. cerevisiae 
and S. paradoxus
S. cerevisiae relative that possesses a published 
nuclear genome sequence. The average percent 
identity in the protein-coding regions of the genome 
was higher than the average percent identity in the 

S. cerevisiae 

0.7 and the intergenic region identity by 0.3, and 
then added the totals together to obtain an estimate 
of the genome-wide nucleotide divergence between 

Human Rare Variant Predictions 
The nuclear DNA mutation rate for Homo sapiens 

of mutations/base-pair/generation, it was converted 
to units of mutations/diploid genome/year with the 
generation times estimated to be between 15 and 35 
years. The haploid nuclear genome size for humans 

This converted rate was used to predict the number 
of rare variants that would arise in each individual 
since the Flood. Since all individuals alive today 
genetically descend from three couples on board the 

the world today. It’s only after these couples started 
reproducing and after the human population began 
to explosively recover in size that new mutationally-
derived alleles would have been poorly distributed 
around the globe. Hence, the converted nuclear DNA 

the number of rare variants present today in each 

compared to the published per-individual count of 

the common or intermediate variant categories to the 
rare category preferentially in Africans, we compared 
our predictions to the number of rare variants only in 
non-Africans.

Human Haplotype Block Predictions
Adam and Eve were assumed to have been created 

with nuclear DNA heterozygosity, implying that 

Since they were the only individuals alive, their 

entire chromosomes. Therefore, every recombination 
and gene conversion event since the creation of their 

in each individual after 6000 years, the published 

estimates of the frequency of gene conversion 
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gene conversion events per cell, and Williams et al. 

was the same as the per nucleotide rate reported in 

events per cell in our calculations.
The combined gene conversion and recombination 

rate was divided by a range of generation time 

have resulted from 6000 years of recombination 
and gene conversion in each generation in a single 

These predictions were compared to the current 

disequilibrium to be 5,400 nucleotides
 size into 

the human haploid genome siz
ined the average 

predictions easily captured the current number of 

Assessment of the Relationship between Nuclear 
Heterozygosity and Nuclear Mutation Rates 

In Arabidopsis, the relationship between nuclear 

was previously published on a relative scale with 

the heterozygosity of the F1 parents in the F1 F2 

generate F1

“1.0” value on the relative heterozygosity scale in 

this same graph represented the heterozygosity of 
the parents in the F2 F3 measurements and F3 F4 

decreases heterozygosity by half in each generation 

respectively, to these positions on the graph. Based 

the heterozygosity of the P0 P1 measurements to 
zero. 

We also plotted the mutation rate and 
heterozygosity values from four species on this same 

were obtained from the literature for Homo sapiens 
Drosophila melanogaster 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Daphnia pulex

For absolute heterozygosity values, the human 
heterozygosity values across ethnic groups was 

we obtained the nuclear DNA mutation rate for 
Drosophila melanogaster

lines. In light of these facts and in light of the fact 
that Drosophila males do not undergo recombination, 
we treated the heterozygosity value as inbred and set 
it to zero.

For D. pulex, the nuclear DNA mutation rate paper 

individuals analyzed was similar to heterozygosity 

DNA mutation rate used either nearly completely 
homozygous or haploid strains. Thus, we set the 
heterozygosity value to zero.

For all four of these species, the published ranges or 
statistical errors associated with the measurements 

section were deposited in Supplemental Table 7.

Plant Nuclear DNA Mutation Rate Predictions 
In light of the positive relationship between 

nuclear DNA heterozygosity and nuclear DNA 
mutation rates in Arabidopsis thaliana

the YEC timescale. To model a state of no pre-existing 
not

the lowest reported nuclear DNA mutation rate in 
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diversity on the YEC timescale. As per the protocol 
above, this mutation rate was converted from units 
of mutations/base-pair/generation to mutations/
genome/year with the generation time from the 
literature for Arabidopsis thaliana

A. thaliana is diploid, the nuclear DNA mutation rate 
was multiplied by 2 to determine the mutation rate 
in units of mutations/diploid genome/year. 

This converted mutation rate was used to predict 

predictions were for nucleotide differences between 

this purpose. 
Our predictions were compared to measures of 

actual nuclear DNA diversity between Arabidopsis 

differences between A. thaliana and A. lyrata was 

Additional Nuclear SNV Mutation Rate Predictions 
To ascertain whether a relationship between 

mutation rates existed in other species, we obtained 
the mutation rates from the published literature for 
Pan troglodytes Mus musculus 

Heliconius melpomene 
Apis mellifera

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
Schizosaccharomyces pombe

To estimate the heterozygosity in Pan troglodytes, 
the heterozygosity within Western chimpanzees 

a surrogate for the heterozygosity in the individuals 
used for the mutation rate measurement. 

Since the individuals used to measure the 
mutation rate in Mus musculus were highly inbred 
and in Heliconius melpomene were partially inbred, 
we set their heterozygosity levels to zero. In at least 
one of the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii mutation 

authors explicitly used asexually reproducing 

mutation rate from only this experiment, and we 
set the C. reinhardtii heterozygosity to zero. In the 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe experiment, the lines 
were maintained as haploid, and the heterozygosity 
was, therefore, set to zero.

For Apis mellifera, the average number of 
heterozygous sites was calculated from Table S2 of 

the A. mellifera genom

From these mutation rates and heterozygosity 
estimates, we plotted data points by overlaying the 
information from each species on the Arabidopsis 

For all six of these species, the published ranges or 
statistical errors associated with the measurements 

section were deposited in Supplemental Table 7.

were performed, and we used a common protocol for 
all six species. First, the published mutation rates 
were converted from units of mutations/base-pair/
generation to mutations/genome/year with the 
generation times and genome sizes for each species.
Generation times were obtained from the literature 
or from academic websites for Pan troglodytes 

Mus musculus

Heliconius melpomene 
Apis 

mellifera Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii Schizosaccharomyces 
pombe

were obtained from NCBI
s 

Since all six species exist in the diploid state for at 

rates were multiplied by 2 to determine the mutation 
rate in units of mutations/diploid genome/year.

Second, these converted mutation rates were 
used to predict genetic diversity over 6000 

differences within the species, a coalescence 

differences between species, a divergence equation 

capture the full statistical spectrum of predictions, 
the highest and lowest measures of the published rate 

generation times for each species.
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Third, these predictions were compared to 

species. Pan troglodytes

individual value among the values listed for the 
various Pan troglodytes subspecies.

Mus musculus

Mus spretus

Heliconius melpomene

differences between H. melpomene and H. hecale 

Apis mellifera

among Apis mellifera

comparisons.

for inter-species comparisons within the genus 
Chlamydomonas, we used the highest published 

C. reinhardtii 

for inter-species comparisons within the genus 
Schizosaccharomyces, we used the average pairwise 

S. pombe

See Supplemental Table 6 for details of these 
calculations.

Insertion-Deletion (Indel) and 
Copy-Number Variant (CNV) Predictions

were made for four species. The human insertion-

insertions larger than 20 base-pairs, as well as 

our comparisons below were to indels that appeared 
to be 50 base-pairs long or less, and since the 

structural variants >20 base-pairs, we lumped the 

number of indels that would result via a constant 
mutation rate over 6000 years using a range of 

lowest number of reported indels per individual, as 

For Arabidopsis, the indel mutation rate for indels 
1- to 3- base-pairs in length was obtained from the 

mutation rate was converted from units of mutations/
site/generation to units of mutations/genome/year 
using generation times as in previous sections and 
the nuclear genome size for Arabidopsis thaliana as 
in previous sections, and it was multiplied by 2 to 
convert it to units of mutations/diploid genome/year. 
Then the indel divergence between two Arabidopsis 
species over 6000 years was calculated via a divergence 

prediction was compared to divergence in terms of 
1 to 3 base-pair indels between A. thaliana and A. 
lyrata
determined by adding together the 1, 2, or 3 base-pair 

For Mus musculus, the indel mutation rate was 

from units of mutations/site/generation to units of 
mutations/genome/year using generation times 
as in previous sections and the nuclear genome 
size for Mus musculus as in previous sections, 
and it was multiplied by 2 to convert it to units of 
mutations/diploid genome/year. Then the indel 
divergence between two mouse species over 6000 
years was calculated via a divergence equation 

was compared to indel divergence between the 

from Mus spretus
For Drosophila, the indel mutation rates were 

mutation rate was converted from units of mutations/
site/generation to units of mutations/genome/year 
using generation times as in previous sections and 
the nuclear genome size for Drosophila melanogaster 
as in previous sections, and it was multiplied by 2 
to convert it to units of mutations/diploid genome/
year. Then the indel divergence between two 
Drosophila species over 6000 years was calculated 

indel divergence between D. melanogaster and D. 
simulans

that for deletions, and then multiplying this by the D. 
melanogaster
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See Supplemental Table 6 for details of these 
calculations.

Measurement of Historical Changes in 
SNV Heterozygosity 

were scored for diverse species and biological families 
according to a common protocol. First, species with 

various families. 

family. This value was used to represent the putative 
ancestor of 

the modern species within the family. Obviously, 
since we sampled only a few species within a family, 

ancestor.

heterozygosity in the ancestor, and the fold-drop was 
scored between the two values. 

For Drosophila melanogaster
between D. melanogaster and D. sechellia

modern D. melanogaster
to obtain due to idiosyncrasies of the isolation and 

often obtained and then inbred before sequencing, 

used the highest reported value from a comparison 
D. melanogaster 

in the wild.
For Arabidopsis thaliana, we performed a similar 

A. 
thaliana and A. lyrata

of the Arabidopsis
modern A. thaliana individuals was estimated by 

individuals in the A. thaliana
A. 

thaliana

overestimate of current levels of heterozygosity in 
individual A. thaliana plants in the wild. 

For Macaca comparisons, we divided the 
M. fascicularis 

and M. mulatta
M. fascicularis 

modern M. mulatta and M. fascicularis was reported 

For comparisons in the Suidae family, we divided the 
Sus scrofa and Phacochoerus 

africanus
S. scrofa

P. 
africanus was calculated by dividing the number of 
reported heterozygous sites in Supplementary Table 

S. scrofa 

four wild pigs with reported heterozygous sites, we 

For Bos mutus
between B. frontalis and B. taurus

B. taurus

the heterozygosity of the Bovinae ancestor of the 
modern Bos species. Heterozygosity for B. mutus was 

For Capra aegagrus, we multiplied the O. aries 

O. canadensis alignment covered. We then divided 
Ovis canadensis and O. 

aries
size number in order to simulate the heterozygosity 
of the Caprinae ancestor of the modern Capra and 
Ovis species. Heterozygosity for C. aegagrus was 

For species in the family Felidae, we divided the 
Panthera tigris and Felis 

catus
by the F. catus

P. tigris, 
P. leo, and P. uncia was reported in Supplementary 

reported for the same species, the average was 
Acinonyx jubatus was 

values for A. jubatus individuals reported in Table 

For species in the family Balaenopteridae, we 
Balaenoptera 

physalus and B. acutorostrata
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B. acutorostrata

values for these two species were obtained from 

For species in the family Spheniscidae, we obtained 
Pygoscelis adeliae and 

Aptenodytes forsteri

an aligned sequence length of 1,066,586,108. The 
heterozygosity values for these species were obtained 
from p. 2 where the reported number of heterozygous 
sites for each species was divided into the reported 

Measurement of Historical Changes 
in Indel Heterozygosity 

Historical changes in indel heterozygosity levels 
were scored for a single Felid species. We divided the 
indel difference between Panthera tigris and Felis 
catus
the F. catus

P. 
tigris were reported in Supplementary Table S15 of 

P. tigris genome siz
 the indel heterozygosity 

value in P. tigris today. The fold-drop was scored 
between the ancestor and modern P. tigris values. 

Population Growth Calculations 
The AnAge dataset was downloaded from the 

Ageing Database
. The acceptable and high 

by sorting the dataset by “Class” designation and 

Then the data were sorted by “Female maturity 

this column were removed. Then the data were sorted 

this column were removed. Then the data were sorted 
by “Data quality”, and all rows with “questionable” 
designations in this column were removed. This 

Population growth equations were calculated 
by computer simulation. Since unconstrained 
population growth is proportional to the number of 
living, reproducing organisms, growth curves are 
an exponential function of time. Therefore, after the 

population of any species as a function of time can 
be expressed as Ae , where e is Euler’s number 

t
and A and  are constants that will depend on 

To compute A and  for each species, we simulated 
the population growth based on the parameters of 

individuals at each step.  
Starting from two initial organisms of the selected 

each time step, where the time step is selected to be 
the inverse of the average number of litters per year. 
At each time step, the population is increased by the 
average litter size of the species multiplied by the 
number of extant reproducing pairs. We assume an 
equal number of males and females, and thus the 

number of reproductively mature individuals. At any 

non-reproducing and reproducing individuals, and 
moves those from the former bin into the latter bin 
once they reach sexual maturity. When any individual 
reaches or exceeds the average lifespan of its species, it 
is removed from the population and no longer counted.

This is done for 40 time steps to build a statistically 

A

we can compute the expected unconstrained 
population of any species at any time t.   

Taxonomic Designations 
The common names for various species and 

taxonomic designations used in this study is available 
in Supplemental Table 9.

Results and Discussion
(A) Testing the genetic relevance and 

(1) The origin of SNVs

Mitochondrial “clocks” contradict nuclear DNA 
”clocks” 

The recent discovery of a mitochondrial single 
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interrogated. These previous studies demonstrated 
strong agreement between the predictions of a 6000-

the purpose of showing these mtDNA data was to 

omitted the previously published Caenorhabditis 

comparisons among Caenorhabditis

predictions for yeast using the empirically-derived 

In fact, the current rate of mtDNA change predicted 
a maximum DNA difference in excess of the yeast 
mtDNA genome size. 

Since we used the yeast generation time observed 
in the laboratory under ideal conditions, the doubling 
time of yeast might be slower in the wild, which would 
bring the maximum predicted DNA difference value 

sequence diversity on the YEC timescale. Hence, 

mutation rates that we employed for mtDNA 

were made for all four of these species, but all four 
predictions severely underestimated existing nuclear 

underestimated the average actual diversity by 
nearly an order of magnitude or more. Thus, whether 
we investigated humans, animals, or fungi, >75% of 

constant rate of random mutations over time, and 

Since the individuals and species compared in 
this part of our study represented not only separate 

These conclusions were largely independent of the 

Even though our analyses compared species within 

and even though previous studies suggested a 

ensure that the individuals or species compared 

is higher than genus, the main conclusion of this part 

when members 
of equivalent taxonomic rank are compared, and 

 The role of mutations 
This conclusion did not

mutations have not occurred. From a biblical 

words, few YE creationists would deny that the Fall 
brought instability and imperfection to the “very 

creationists would agree that mutations started at 
least at the Fall.

cursing of the creation, the post-Fall time period still 

appear to have been at least young men when they 
had their fatal encounter, the Fall probably occurred 

Fall, mutations have been occurring for nearly as 

In addition, mutations are obviously measureable 

mutation rate is theoretically predictable from 

in combination with the biblically-appropriate 
population genetic parameters for each species. For 
example, in humans, the Scriptural text lays out 
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very clear population genetic constraints. Based 
on the ages of the patriarchs listed in Genesis 5, 
human population growth following the Fall was 

shortly removed from perfection, and even under 
today’s conditions, a population size of over 1049 

massive population growth combined with only 10 

entails that most of these created alleles would have 
been easily passed on to Noah and his family rather 
than being lost via genetic drift.

Flood, they and their descendants appear to have 

we ignore the functional impact of any mutations 

standard population genetic assumptions, hardly 

In addition, shortly after this recovery, 
intermarriage among the descendants was 

at Babel, an event that was the catalyst for the 

observable today. As a result, sharing of alleles 

probably a rare event, and new mutations post-Babel 

ethnic group and, therefore, rare in frequency across 
the entire human population. 

Consistent with these expectations, “rare 

those having a minor allele frequency of less than 
0.5%—tend to be restricted to single ethnic groups 

Furthermore, in the 4365 years that have elapsed 

mutation plausibly explain the origin of these rare 

community claims to be able to predict the empirically 

By contrast, the “common variants”—those 

frequency greater than or equal to 5%—tend to be 

recombination and gene conversion rates rather than 
being a product of mutation. As demonstrated above, 
these common variants are inexplicable by constant 

followed by constant rates of recombination and 
gene conversion plausibly explains the number of 

To clarify, within the world-wide human 
population

these 84 million sites. Since common variants would 
be present at identical sites in a variety of different 
individuals, common variants would constitute 
the minority of sites—they show up frequently but 
add little to the total number of different sites. By 
contrast, within each individual
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Fig. 7.

whole nuclear DNA genome in humans, the number 

rate of DNA change over 4365 years. This prediction 

differences in the category of variants termed “rare 

<0.5% in the human population. The height of each 
bar represented the average DNA difference. For the 

range of predicted values given the reported error in the 
mutation rate and given the range of generation time 

represented the standard deviation in reported rare 
variants per individual in extant human non-African 
populations. As the dotted lines demonstrate, the 
predicted number of variants overlapped the current 
range of rare variants.
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due to mutations since Creation.
To underscore the relevance of mutations under 

mutations to the nuclear DNA sequence appear 

allelic diversity today. For example, within a species, 

individuals to be discovered.
A few example calculations demonstrate the 

gene per 
mutational event produces little diversity. Instead, 

independent of its relationship to a gene, then 
enormous allelic diversity can be generated by 
mutation.

For example, in humans, our current population 
size of several billion individuals arose from three 

To grow the population from eight individuals to 
several billion, an enormous number of generational 
events must necessarily occur. At every one of these 

introduced into the population. At current rates, one 
new mutation occurs per every 100 million base pairs 

approximate haploid genome size of 3 billion, this 
rate equates to about 30 new mutations per haploid 

has a 1 in 100 million chance of being mutated 

world-wide population of 7 billion individuals is all 
that ever was born, the generational events that 
would have occurred to produce this many individuals 
would have also resulted in the mutation of each 

Since there are only four possible DNA nucleotides 

at various genes is straightforward in a few thousand 
years.

As an aside, allelic diversity need not arise via 
mutation. Again, if we use the genomic position 

generate allelic diversity. For example, a single 
gene typically spans thousands of nucleotides, and 

example, at 90 of the nucleotides within the gene. If 

in a heterozygous state in each of the individuals of 

Expanding this single gene example across the 
entire genome reveals a tremendous potential for 

individuals, four genome copies exist. Since only 
four DNA base-pairs exist, virtually every possible 
genomic position gene 
unit
the Flood, if the individuals were heterozygous.

In summary, constant rates of random mutation 
over time are able to account for the spectrum of 
alleles

random mutation are not able to account for the 
number of SNV differences that are present between 
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nuclear DNA. Assuming that Adam and Eve were 
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after 6000 years of constant rates of recombination 
and gene conversion in seven lineages was predicted 
and compared to an estimate of the current number 

of the blue bar represented the average comparative 

values given the reported error in the recombination 
rate, estimate, and given the range of generation 
time estimates. As the dotted lines demonstrate, the 

current number.
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Therefore, mechanisms other than random mutation 

heterozygosity as a plausible hypothesis.

Different mutation rates in different 
compartments? 

The failure of the constant mutation rate 

in the past, or that processes other than random 

imagine a process that might accelerate the mutation 
rate in the nucleus but not in the mitochondria. 
Neither extracellular nor intracellular processes 
seem capable of differential mutation acceleration in 
a manner that would contradict our conclusions.

For example, creationists have postulated that 
radioactive decay rates were higher in the past 

were, how would this process affect the nucleus and 

properties that attracted radioactive particles to 
itself, it would seem that radioactive decay from 
extracellular sources would shoot through the 
cell indiscriminately, affecting both nucleus and 

Alternatively, unless the nucleus possessed DNA 
repair machinery that was inferior to the DNA 
repair machinery in the mitochondria, mutations 
from extracellular sources would seem to affect both 

it would appear that—under the differential DNA 
repair hypothesis—every single one of the mtDNA 
mutations that was produced via accelerated 
radioactive decay was repaired. This would represent 

especially when examined closely. For example, 

metabolism in the nucleus uses different enzymes than 

the mitochondria. In theory, a mutation to the nuclear 
DNA enzyme could selectively accelerate nuclear 

mtDNA mutation accumulation—a “mutator allele” 

seem plausible.

the nuclear DNA enzyme would be irreversible, and 
the effect would continue to this day. Effectively, 
then, the current nuclear DNA mutation rate would 

allele hypothesis inadequate.
Alternatively, the mutation to the nuclear DNA 

enzyme could occur in times past and then, for 

Aside from being slightly ad hoc, the probability 

genome mutational saturation has yet to be reached, 

data.
A second potential mechanism for nucleus-

selective acceleration of mutation rates follows a 

Arabidopsis

published estimates of nuclear DNA heterozygosity 
from the species that we analyzed, the discoveries 
in Arabidopsis appeared to be predictive for at least 

would appear to have no obvious relationship to the 
mtDNA compartment, these data might suggest 
that nuclear DNA mutation rates can be accelerated 
independent of mtDNA mutation rates. 

However, upon more careful inspection, nuclear 

heterozygosity levels increased. To refute the CHNP 
hypothesis, the species with the lowest levels of 
nuclear DNA heterozygosity should have had the 
highest levels of mutation rates. Instead, these data 
show the opposite trend, implying that preexisting 
heterozygosity was required to generate additional 
heterozygosity via mutation. In other words, the only 
way these data from Arabidopsis could have refuted 
the CHNP model was by assuming the CHNP model 
at the start—a logical catch-22.

In Daphnia pulex, the nuclear heterozygosity was 
very high, yet it failed to boost the D. pulex nuclear 
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mutation rate beyond even the most basal level of the 
Arabidopsis
Theoretically, it is possible that D. pulex has higher 

relationship in Arabidopsis, and given the apparent 

Fig. 9. Nuclear DNA heterozygosity increased nuclear 
Arabidopsis. The relationship 

between nuclear DNA heterozygosity and nuclear 

generate the individual data points. The dotted blue 
line represented the linear regression function for the 
four data points, and the blue equation depicted the 
relationship represented by the line. 
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variety of species. Individual data points from various 
species were plotted on top of the existing graph in Fig. 
9. The dotted blue line represented the linear regression
function for the data points from Arabidopsis, and the
blue equation depicted the relationship represented

D.
melanogaster
Arabidopsis data nearly predicted the relationship
between nuclear DNA heterozygosity and nuclear DNA

S. cerevisiae
the prediction wasn’t nearly as tight, but the data
nonetheless were consistent with relative expectations of 

Colored error bars represented the published ranges or
statistical errors associated with the measurements of

both for each species.
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species. Individual data point from Daphnia was plotted 

blue line represented the linear regression function for 
the data points from Arabidopsis, and the blue equation 
depicted the relationship represented by the line. Though 
the linear function derived from the Arabidopsis data 
didn’t predict the D. pulex relationship between nuclear 
DNA heterozygosity and nuclear DNA mutation rates, 
it did predict the relationship well in other species. 
Colored error bars represented the published ranges or 
statistical errors associated with the measurements of 

both for each species.

Hence, the direction of the relationship between 

heterozygosity supported the central ten ts of the 
CHNP hypothesis.

possibility of accelerated mutation rates in times 
past. In fact, under the CHNP hypothesis and in 
light of the inferences made from the timing of 

immediately post-Flood, and genetic drift and other 

Consequently, if the heterozygosity-mutation rate 
relationship discovered in Arabidopsis is generally 

present. 
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Even if the Arabidopsis discoveries are unique to 
plants, the observations made previously—that the 

when members of 
equivalent taxonomic rank are compared—still held 
true, and no mechanisms for accelerating nuclear 

to the CHNP hypothesis were obvious. Hence, 

heterozygosity seemed a very plausible explanation 
for the latter.

 Created heterozygosity in plants
Given the documented relationship between 

mutation rates in Arabidopsis thaliana 

conclusions about our CHNP hypothesis in plants, 

and predicting the amount of mutation accumulation 
after 6000 years, we found that mutations were 

Technically, since mutations would increase the 
heterozygosity each generation, a strict modeling of 
the mutation-only hypothesis would require the use 

of differential equations. However, nearly 6000 years 
of mutation were required before mutations could 
have theoretically changed the homozygous state 

As Fig. 9 demonstrated, achieving a heterozygosity 
value of 0.001 would have bumped the mutation rate 

diversity in 6000 years in Arabidopsis.

plants, fungi, and animals—random mutations over 
time were unable to explain genotypic diversity, and 
created heterozygosity appeared necessary to account 

very broad sampling of life.

 Created heterozygosity in other species
We also explored whether nuclear DNA 

As with the previous species we analyzed, the 

and nuclear heterozygosity in these additional 
species roughly matched the relationship 
predicted from the Arabidopsis

Pan troglodytes, 
Mus musculus
to the line predicted by Arabidopsis, or, for three 

Heliconius melpomene, Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii, Schizosaccharomyces pombe
heterozygosity was either a product of inbreeding 

state. The latter condition was especially useful to 
our purposes since it would eliminate any potential 

Only Apis mellifera
from the predicted line. Nonetheless, a similar 
relative relationship may hold between nuclear 

species, but on a different absolute scale. 

species, we predicted the amount of mutation 
accumulation after 6000 years. In the animal and 

underestimated existing diversity in the individuals 

within the species. This result may have been 

within the species rather than between species. 

predictions between species instead of individuals 
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Fig. 12. Inability of mutations to explain Arabidopsis 

mutation rate for the whole nuclear DNA genome in 
Arabidopsis thaliana, the 

number of DNA differences was predicted assuming 
a constant rate of DNA change over 6000 years. This 
prediction was compared to the current levels of nuclear 

A. thaliana and A. lyrata. 
The height of each bar represented the average DNA 

range of predicted values given the reported error in 
the mutation rate and given the range of generation 

demonstrate, predictions clearly underestimated actual 
differences.
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within the 
species, the difference between the prediction and 

Saccharomyces predictions 

S. cerevisiae

Alternatively, since Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
is a single-celled organism with a short generation 
time and a relatively small nuclear genome, 

species. If so, this would be perfectly consistent with 
the natural processes element of our CHNP model.

Together, these additional mutation rate data 
added support to our contention that God created 

a large swath of creatures—at least the animal and 

high amounts of heterozygosity, and that natural 
processes since the creation event have distributed 
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Fig. 13.

even more species. Individual data points from various 
species were plotted on top of the existing graph in Fig. 
9. The dotted blue line represented the linear regression 
function for the data points from Arabidopsis, and the 
blue equation depicted the relationship represented 
by the line. Though the linear function derived from 
the Arabidopsis data didn’t predict the Apis mellifera 
relationship between nuclear DNA heterozygosity 
and nuclear DNA mutation rates, it approximated the 

Pan troglodytes, Mus musculus, and 
Heliconius melpomene
the Arabidopsis data nearly predicted the relationship 
between nuclear DNA heterozygosity and nuclear 
DNA mutation rates. For the remaining two species 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Schizosaccharomyces 

pombe
the data nonetheless were consistent with relative 

low mutation rates. Colored error bars represented the 
published ranges or statistical errors associated with 

mutation rate, or of both for each species.
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Fig. 14. Inability of mutations to explain chimpanzee 

mutation rate for the whole nuclear DNA genome in 
Pan troglodytes, the number of DNA differences was 
predicted assuming a constant rate of DNA change over 
6000 years. This prediction was compared to the highest 

values for the various Pan troglodytes subspecies. 
The height of each bar represented the average DNA 

range of predicted values given the reported error in 
the mutation rate and given the range of generation 

demonstrate, predictions clearly underestimated actual 
differences.
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Fig. 15. Inability of mutations to explain mouse nuclear 

rate for the whole nuclear DNA genome in Mus 
musculus, the number of DNA differences was predicted 
assuming a constant rate of DNA change over 6000 
years. This prediction was compared to the number of 

Mus spretus. The height 
of each bar represented the average DNA difference, and 

values given the reported error in the mutation rate and 

underestimated actual differences.
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 The role of non-random mutation
An alternative explanation for some of the nuclear 

example, in bacteria, non-random mutation appears 

are unicellular and unable to transport themselves 
long distances, adaptation to changing environments 

plausible answer to the dilemma that each bacterial 
cell faces.

and why a directed mutational mechanism would 

 
mutations would have to occur in the germline. 
Since germ cell production is usually internal to 

external needs to internal cells becomes all the more 
complicated. 

Furthermore, though an analogy to directed 
mutation exists in metazoans, the analogy 
challenges—rather than helps—the directed 
mutation model. In the metazoan and human 
immune systems, a form of directed mutation is 

triggered by the appropriate stimulus mediated by 
the complex, genetically-encoded components of the 
adaptive immune system. 

Extrapolating this type of mechanism to the 

targeting mechanisms and millions of triggers—
perhaps millions of genes. In other words, if a single 

genetically-encoded biochemical mechanisms, and if 
a tremendous plethora of adaptive traits exists in the 
millions of species on the planet today, a non-random 
explanation for all of this diversity would seem to 

Fig. 16.

rate for the whole nuclear DNA genome in Heliconius 
melpomene, the number of DNA differences was predicted 
assuming a constant rate of DNA change over 6,000 years. 

differences between H. melpomene and H. hecale. The 
height of each bar represented the average DNA difference, 

values given the reported error in the mutation rate and 

underestimated actual differences.
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Fig. 17. Inability of mutations to explain honeybee 

mutation rate for the whole nuclear DNA genome in Apis 
mellifera, the number of DNA differences was predicted 
assuming a constant rate of DNA change over 6000 years. 
This prediction was compared to the highest number 

Apis mellifera subspecies. 
The height of each bar represented the average DNA 
difference. As the dotted lines demonstrate, predictions 
clearly underestimated actual differences.
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Fig. 18. Inability of mutations to explain Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii

in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, the number of DNA 
differences was predicted assuming a constant rate 
of DNA change over 6000 years. This prediction was 

difference for C. reinhardtii. The height of each bar 

given the reported error in the mutation rate and given 

underestimated actual differences.
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necessitate a fantastic amount of genetically-encoded 
biochemical mechanisms dedicated to whole host 

genomes typically contain less than 50,000 genes, 

functions in the cell such as energy metabolism, cell 
division and maintenance, etc., the probability of 

in this pool of genes seemed low at present. 
Again, for directed mutation to generate 

permanent genetic change in metazoans, this system 
would have to alter the germline. 

Conversely, for single-celled creatures with small 
genomes, random mutation over time might be 

obviating the need for non-random mutation. 
Hence, until compelling preliminary data can 

be found to support the non-random hypothesis, it 
7

Thus, given current data, the created 
heterozygosity hypothesis in combination with some 

 Testable predictions

measured in diverse species, we anticipate that 
constant rates of nuclear DNA mutation will be found 

We also expect that nuclear mutation, recombination, 
and gene conversion rates will be predictable from the 

not have as explicit a record in Scripture as humans 
do, identifying the “rare” and “common” alleles will 

than as ethnic groups, and “rare” and “common” 

boundaries, not ethnic boundaries. 
If, instead, mutation and recombination rates 

also turn out to be a function of nuclear DNA 
heterozygosity, as per the precedence in Arabidopsis 

Arabidopsis—
preexisting DNA heterozygosity will be required for 

conversion.

to be functional, not non-functional or functionally 
neutral. In other words, we predict that these 

level in the biology of each creature in a positive 

decoration, or harmful to the biology and function of 
an organism, we expect these variants to contribute 

an organism’s traits.
In contrast, we expect most mutationally-derived 

be functionally neutral or slightly deleterious. 
Occasionally, some of these mutants might turn out 

variants will be to impede the normal function of the 
creature.

Contradictions between any of these predictions 
and future results would call into question aspects of 
our CHNP model and would cause us to reevaluate it.

(2) The origin of indels and other nuclear DNA variants 

 Nuclear indel and SV “clock” analyses

of other nuclear DNA variants. For example, in 
the human genome, small insertions and deletions 
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mutation rate for the whole nuclear DNA genome 
in Schizosaccharomyces pombe, the number of DNA 
differences was predicted assuming a constant rate 
of DNA change over 6000 years. This prediction was 

S. pombe strains. The height of each bar represented 

represented the range of predicted values given the 
reported error in the mutation rate and given the range 

dotted lines demonstrate, predictions overestimated 
actual differences.
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the number of all other forms of genetic variation 
combined, these other variants affect more total 

To examine the origin of human indel variants, we 

of these mutations over 6000 years, we found that our 
mutation predictions dramatically underestimated 
the current per-individual indel count by orders of 

rate prediction also dramatically underestimated the 

 

In fact, in light of these results, very little 
structural variation remained to be explained. Of the 

only categories not yet evaluated. The median number 
of these per individual is only 37 and 5.3, respectively 

modern human individual stemmed from God’s 
initial creation of variety in Adam and Eve.

We also explored whether the results in humans 
were representative of the rest of the species on earth. 

characterized as the human genome. Nevertheless, 
we used the available mutation rates and population 
genetic data to examine whether random mutations 

diversity in three additional species.
When we predicted mutationally-derived indel 

differences in inbred mice by assuming a constant rate 
of indel mutations over 6000 years, we found that our 
mutation predictions dramatically underestimated 
the current number of indel differences between 
mouse species by more than an order of magnitude 

In Arabidopsis thaliana, the indel mutation rate 
has been characterized for indels 1 to 3 base-pairs in 

of indel mutations over 6000 years, we found that our 
mutation predictions dramatically underestimated 
the current number of 1 to 3 base-pair indel differences 
between A. thaliana and A. lyrata by more than an 

Fig. 20.

the whole nuclear DNA genome in humans, the number 
of indel differences was predicted assuming a constant 
rate of DNA change over 6000 years. This prediction 
was compared to the lowest number of reported indels 
per individual. The height of each bar represented the 
average DNA difference. For the “Predicted” bar, the 

values given the reported error in the mutation rate 
and given the range of generation time estimates. As 
the dotted lines demonstrate, the predicted number of 
variants severely underestimated the actual number 
of indel variants, implying that Adam and Eve were 
created with indel differences within their genomes.
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Fig. 21. Created origin of indel variants in mouse 

genome in inbred mice, the number of indel differences 
was predicted assuming a constant rate of DNA change 
over 6000 years. This prediction was compared to indel 

mouse strains. The height of each bar represented the 
average DNA difference. For the “Predicted” bar, the 

values given the reported error in the mutation rate 
and given the range of generation time estimates. As 
the dotted lines demonstrate, the predicted number of 
variants severely underestimated the actual number 
of indel variants, implying that mice individuals were 
created with indel differences within their genomes.
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In addition, the recent studies of the relationship 

to indels. In A. thaliana individuals, more highly 

less inbred parents. Presumably, the offspring of the 
1 offspring which were 

subsequently crossed, and in which the highest rates 

high nuclear heterozygosity positively correlated with 

implies that the same catch-22 logical loop for the 

the mutational origin of indels—preexisting indels 
are required to generate more indels via mutation.

A similar relationship might hold in humans as 
well. A few logical steps between papers suggested 
as much. In a previous A. thaliana study from 2010 

in the inbred parents of the more recent study 

heterozygous than the inbred A. thaliana lines used 

A. 
thaliana
most Arabidopsis

Consistent with this pattern, the A. thaliana 
mutation rate for 1 to 3 base-pair indels was 4 × 10-10  

and 2015 Arabidopsis
mutation rate for indels 20 base-pairs or less in 
length was 6.8 × 10-10

than the A. thaliana rate. Thus, the catch-22 

might apply to indels as well, and it might apply 

This logical loop might also exist for mice. In 

indel mutation rate was measured, the reported 
-10 to 6.4 × 10-10

-10

Arabidopsis
Even if a relationship between nuclear indel 

heterozygosity and nuclear indel mutation rates did 

rates measured in mice that most closely modeled 

laboratory strains. Hence, mice appeared to have 

In Drosophila, we found that mutations were 

diversity. Assuming a constant rate of indel mutations 
over 6000 years, we found that our mutation predictions 
overlapped the current number of indel differences 
between D. melanogaster and D. simulans

However, among the Drosophila species with 
sequenced genomes, D. simulans is one of the closest 
relatives to D. melanogaster. When the number of 
indel differences between D. melanogaster and one 

D. pseudoobscura
becomes available, this prediction may become an 
underestimate and thereby bring the results from all 
four species into agreement.

Schizosaccharomyces

Arabidopsis

Thus, created heterozygosity was necessary 

present in humans, mice, and in Arabidopsis. Since 
these results were consistent across two biological 

out to be true in general, even for Drosophila, but 

diversity among some species.
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Fig. 22. Created origin of indel variants in Arabidopsis 

nuclear DNA genome in Arabidopsis thaliana, the 
number of 1- to 3-base pair indel differences was 
predicted assuming a constant rate of DNA change over 
6000 years. This prediction was compared to divergence 
in terms of 1 to 3 base-pair indels between A. thaliana 
and A. lyrata. The height of each bar represented the 
average DNA difference. For the “Predicted” bar, the 

values given the reported error in the mutation rate 
and given the range of generation time estimates. As 
the dotted lines demonstrate, the predicted number of 
variants severely underestimated the actual number of 
indel variants, implying that Arabidopsis individuals 
were created with indel differences within their 
genomes.
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includes mutations, those variants not explicable 
by created heterozygosity were still consistent with 
our CHNP model. Furthermore, in humans, created 
heterozygosity was necessary for the origin of virtually 
every class of sequence difference observable today. 
We expect similar results to hold true for nearly all 

Testable predictions 
As more and more indel mutation rates are 

measured in diverse species, we anticipate that 
constant rates of nuclear DNA mutation will be found 

If mutation and recombination rates also turn out 
to be a function of nuclear DNA heterozygosity, as 
per the precedence in Arabidopsis

Arabidopsis—preexisting DNA 
heterozygosity will be required for increasing rates of 

mutation over time, we predict that these variants 
will turn out to be functional, not functionally neutral. 

will participate in some way at the molecular level in 

somehow harmful to the biology and function of an 
organism, we expect these variants to contribute to 

organism’s traits.
In contrast, we expect most mutationally-derived 

deleterious. Occasionally, some of these mutants 
might turn out to participate in the speciation 

will be to impede the normal function of the creature.
Contradictions between any of these predictions 

and future results would call into question aspects of 
our CHNP model and would cause us to reevaluate it.

(B) Testing the functional relevance 
of the CHNP model 

nuclear DNA pool can lead to profound phenotypic 

were front-loaded with enormous heterozygosity, 
this pool of alleles represented a tremendous source 
of raw potential for phenotypic diversity. If over 75% 

most metazoan individuals today stemmed from the 

been in existence. 
However, long-standing traditions in molecular 

constraints on this conclusion. Historically, the 
genome was understood primarily as a factory for 
producing proteins—hence, the popular “one gene, 

the human genome was sequenced, it was observed 

inter-genic DNA variants would have little relevance 
to the process of speciation. Also, many geneticists 
were surprised by how few genes the human genome 

understand how new combinations of genes could 
produce such dramatic phenotypic diversity as is 
present in the world today. Finally, initial gene 

of genes were essential for life, further reducing 
the pool of genes with potential roles in speciation 
and adaptation and, consequently, the pool of DNA 
variants with roles in speciation and adaptation.

biology the last two decades have relieved these 

Fig. 23. Drosophila 

genome in Drosophila melanogaster, the number of 
indel differences was predicted assuming a constant 
rate of DNA change over 6000 years. This prediction 
was compared to the indel divergence between D. 
melanogaster and D. simulans. The height of each 
bar represented the average DNA difference. For the 

range of predicted values given the reported error in 
the mutation rate and given the range of generation 
time estimates. As the dotted lines demonstrate, the 
predicted number of variants captured the number of 
indel variants between these species, implying some 
indel differences were explicable via a constant rate of 
mutation over time.
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constraints and underscored the potential for 

functionally play a role in the speciation process. 
First, an increasing number of proteins appear to 

models suggest that protein multifunctionality 

it may be pervasive across the entire genome—a 
hypothesis consistent with recent genome-wide gene 

variants were those located in protein coding regions, 
the potential functional impact of these variants is 

Second, the best studied genome to date, the 
human genome, has good preliminary evidence for 
functionality across both the protein-coding and non-

will be the rule for most animal genomes. If true, this 
implies that changing the DNA sequence in almost 
any section of the genome will produce functional—
and, perhaps, phenotypic—effects.

In addition, not only the linear order of base-

much of the genome, this chromosomal context 

further support for a functional role for this genomic 
compartment.

Third, though the number of genes doesn’t correlate 

non-coding DNA 

counts—correlations and functional studies—non-
coding DNA appears to as functionally important as 
coding DNA, if not more important.

Fourth, experiments in yeast and C. elegans 
suggest that most, if not all, genes are functional and 
may even be required for life under the appropriate 

functionally-relevant variants were those located in 
protein coding regions, the potential functional impact 

However, while any one of an organism’s DNA 
variants could potentially play a role in the speciation 
process, the degree to which each variant impacts 
function might vary. Genomes appear to be arranged 

into a hierarchy of modules, with some genes having 

of the genome in metazoans implies that altering 
in the right location

to produce an individual with a dramatically new 
phenotype.

Together, the advances of molecular genetics and 
developmental biology over the few decades have 
demonstrated, in theory, the increasing ease with 
which new species can be formed from a small pool of 
heterozygous alleles.

Future research will be required to ascertain 

for species’ phenotypes. The data published thus far 
are promising, but, for most of the genome, these data 
still represent preliminary evidence for function. 

Nevertheless, in light of the sheer number of 

and more of the genome in each creature appears 
many positions 

in the genome were involved in speciation events. 
Hence, if close to 100% of the genome turns out to be 
functional in each species, the functional relevance of 
our model will have effectively been demonstrated, 
and teasing out the individual contributions of each 

(C) Testing the population genetic plausibility of
the CHNP model
(1) Historical changes in DNA variant levels within ‘kinds’’

Historical progression in SNV levels
For the full phenotypic potential of these created

process of speciation, the alleles must be distributed 
to various populations and subpopulations within 

population genetic processes would need to be 
involved, we simulated the speciation process at the 
genetic level. 

family share a common ancestor, and based on the 

ancestor were due to the creation act itself. Thus, the 

two species within a biological family provides a 
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between individuals within a species revealed 
that a tremendous reduction in heterozygosity has 

mammal orders, vertebrate classes, and biological 

heterozygous sites than their ancestors—sometimes 

The large range in fold-reduction in heterozygosity 

the incompleteness of our species representation. 
Since so few species have a published nuclear DNA 
sequence, we were forced to compare species over a 
wide range of ancestry depths. For example, some 

the two Macaca
connecting these two species in Supplemental Fig. 

a low value for the reduction in heterozygosity that 

Balaenoptera
branch lengths connecting these two species in 

surprisingly, they showed a much greater drop in 

drop in heterozygosity varied widely among families, 
it may have been partly explicable by the species 
representation levels within the family. 

the fold-change was always a drop in heterozygosity 

and never an increase. This observation was 
consistent with the inferences made from the timing 

published analysis, when plotting the time of origin 
for species within a family via mtDNA comparisons, 
the rate of speciation appeared to be linear. Though 
the rate of species formation within a family was 
constant with time, the number of species within 
the family increased with time, implying that that 
speciation rates per species were declining—as if the 
raw material for speciation was being diluted with 

genetic material for the speciation process was 

speciation would have been present for as long as 

would continue as long as heterozygosity was still 

be ongoing.

that the rate of speciation within a family was 
predictable via a simple formula: The number of extant 

is that, once speciation got going for a family, the early 

Table 6.

Kingdom Phylum Class Order Family Genus Species

Minimum
heterozygosity 

of ‘kind’
ancestor

Current 
heterozygosity 

of species

Fold-drop in 
heterozygosity

Animalia Arthropoda Insecta Diptera Drosophilidae Drosophila melanogaster 0.054 0.0080 6.8

Plantae Streptophyta Brassicales Brassicaceae Arabidopsis thaliana 0.150 0.0049 30.6

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Cercopithecidae Macaca fascicularis 0.004 0.0026 1.6

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Cercopithecidae Macaca mulatta 0.004 0.0030 1.4

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Suina Suidae Sus scrofa 0.009 0.0009 9.4

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Suina Suidae Phacochoerus africanus 0.009 0.0008 10.6

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Ruminantia Bovidae Bos mutus 0.009 0.0011 8.2

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Ruminantia Bovidae Capra aegagrus 0.006 0.0016 3.7

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Felidae Panthera tigris 0.017 0.0006 27.9

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Felidae Panthera leo 0.017 0.0005 32.1

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Felidae Panthera uncia 0.017 0.0002 73.9

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Felidae Acinonyx jubatus 0.017 0.0002 85.0

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Cetacea Balaenopteridae Balaenoptera physalus 0.014 0.0006 22.9

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Cetacea Balaenopteridae Balaenoptera acutorostrata 0.014 0.0015 9.3

Animalia Chordata Aves Sphenisciformes Spheniscidae Pygoscelis adeliae 0.075 0.0031 24.4

Animalia Chordata Aves Sphenisciformes Spheniscidae Aptenodytes forsteri 0.075 0.0023 32.6
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in a family. An early start on speciation foretold a 

exquisitely sensitive to early post-Flood events.
Our CHNP models offers a plausible explanation 

as to why. Since heterozygosity levels were highest 

have a larger pool of heterozygous alleles on which 
to draw for future speciation events. In other words, 
our CHNP model naturally explains the exquisite 

speciation process.
To be sure, under our model, once a few loci 

shift from heterozygous to homozygous during an 

subsequent shifts need not be towards homozygosity. 
For example, the initial species that formed in a 

from heterozygosity to homozygosity. If the shifts 
were dramatic, the new species that formed might 
have been highly homozygous. At a later post-Flood 
date, a hybridization event between these two very 
homozygous individuals from these two species 
might lead to the formation of a new species. [Note 

species that is not 

homozygous parents could result in a highly 
heterozygous offspring that would then spawn 
additional offspring, eventually leading to the 
formation of a new species that itself was more 
heterozygous than the parental species from which 
it derived. Hence, under our CHNP model, changes 
in heterozygosity levels are predicted to result in 
new species, but the direction of the change need not 
always be towards more homozygosity.

Thus, whatever population genetic processes 

need to explain this large reduction in heterozygosity 

Historical progression in indels

this analysis existed for only one species—Panthera 
tigris

drop in heterozygosity in P. tigris
Thus, whatever population genetic processes 

would need to explain this large reduction in 

Population genetic theory
We then explored which population processes

heterozygosity with time. Decades of population 

necessary to prevent reductions in heterozygosity in 
Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium
equilibrium is maintained when a population is 

genetic drift
when input of new alleles via migration of individuals 

doesn’t occur.
Since the role of mutation appeared to be small 

plausibility of the remaining processes.

Natural selection and linear speciation post-Flood
With respect to natural selection, in the YE

community thus far, models have been derived to 
test the evolutionary mechanism of speciation on the 

have been performed for YEC hypotheses and on 
YEC timescales. 

preferential survival 
of individuals to reproduce

articulated, it naturally follows that the process of 

to operate. 

Table 7. Historical changes in heterozygosity levels of indels in tigers.

Kingdom Phylum Class Order Family Genus Species

Minimum 
heterozygosity 

of “kind” 
ancestor

Current 
heterozygosity 

of species

Fold-drop in 
heterozygosity

Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Felidae Panthera tigris 0.002 0.0001 25.9
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that other members of the population die out during 
a selection event. For this process to be realistic, the 

to avoid extinction when the next stressor challenges 
them. For example, if only two individuals survived 
a stress, this would technically be a natural selection 
event, but if these two individuals die in a snowstorm 
the next day or if they fail to reproduce, then the 
selection event is effectively rendered irrelevant to 
the speciation process.

To clarify, from a technical perspective, our 

But if variations useful to any organic being do occur, 
assuredly individuals thus characterised will have 
the best chance of being preserved in the struggle for 
life
will tend to produce offspring similarly characterised. 
This principle of preservation, I have called, for the 

in numerous ways. To avoid confusion, we exclusively 

Before investigating the role of natural 
selection at the genotypic level in producing 

role of natural selection at the phenotypic level 
in producing recognizable species. Since there are 
far more DNA differences than species, failure 
to explain the latter would represent a failure to 
explain the former, without any need for complex 
calculations on the millions of DNA differences 
separating species.

We began by testing whether the post-Flood time 

selection under the simplest of circumstances. 
Straightforward population growth calculations in 
mammals demonstrated that enormous population 
growth could be achieved in the 4365 years since the 

years that have elapsed since the Flood, populations 
could easily have grown to enormous sizes and then 

subpopulations of reasonable size to produce new 
species. 

However, this would obviously produce a nonlinear 
rate of speciation, which appears to contradict the 

population growth conclusions held true in windows of 
time even smaller than 4365 years—in windows more 
appropriate to linear speciation rates. As documented 

of all mammal families have 21 species or fewer. At 

this would require one speciation event at most 

enormous population growth could still be achieved for 
most species that we examined. Only a few select off-

cycles every 200 years in order for selection to be 
responsible for speciation, then natural selection is a 
generally viable model for this process.

increase on the scale required to produce the 
extant species diversity seen today, we repeated 

appears to be linear, and it can be predicted from 
the number of extant species within a family 

species within each family, and we used this rate 
to calculate population growth within windows of 
time appropriate to each family.

These calculations revealed similar trends. The 

examined could easily reach 100,000 individuals 

the families had some or all of the species within the 

Family Genus species
Population 
size after 

4365 years
... ... ...

Delphinidae Orcinus orca 1.70E+118

Physeteridae Physeter macrocephalus 9.49E+117

Dugongidae Dugong dugon 5.28E+117

Elephantidae Elephas maximus 5.17E+116

Elephantidae Loxodonta africana 5.17E+116

Delphinidae Globicephela melas 6.09E+115

Balaenidae Balaena mysticetus 3.02E+96

Delphinidae Globicephala macrorhynchus 5.14E+94

Delphinidae Pseudorca crassidens 3.96E+65

Table 8. Population growth in 4365 years in the slowest 
growing species.
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were a mathematically plausible option for generating 

by previously published genetic studies.
The limited taxonomic scope of these calculations 

implied that further research would be needed before 

about 60% of them. Within these families, species 
representation ranged from 100% to less than 1%. 
Furthermore, we did not model any population 
growth cycles in birds, reptiles, or amphibians.

Nevertheless, the strong trend of our results 
suggested that natural selection might be a plausible 

those with few extant species.
Though these cycles assumed survival of the 

founding pairs for each speciation event, this was 

of speciation, at any point in time only one of the 
extant populations must spawn a new founder pair. 
If several populations exist simultaneously, all of 
them may spawn new founders, and only one of the 
new pairs has to survive for our calculations to be 
accurate. Hence, even the survival assumptions of 
these calculations are not entirely unrealistic.

Thus, even if a selection event required culling 

and repeatedly. Hence, at the phenotypic level, 

the post-Flood speciation process, at least when 
measuring selection events according to the timeline 
of speciation in extant species.

Natural selection and explosive speciation post-
Flood

Natural selection may have even played a role 
in the putative burst of speciation recorded in the 
Tertiary fossil layers. However, as compared to the 
linear rates at which extant species formed, the pace 
with which these Tertiary species formed may have 

and if we divide 200 years by the number of Tertiary 
species within each family to calculate population 
growth within windows of time appropriate to 
each family, only one third of the families that we 

cycles such that each cycle reached a population size 

Instead, if we assume that species formed at an 
exponential rate during this 200 year window, few 
temporal instances of sequential founder events 
would have been required. For example, in the 
family Camelidae, 126 speciation events happened 
in Camelidae during the Tertiary time frame 

of speciation in which each existing species forms a 
new species simultaneously, only seven speciation 

x

At exponential rates of speciation, repeated 

at linear rates of speciation. About two-thirds of 
mammal families that we examined could produce 

This value is higher than the value achieved under 

achieved under the assumption of linear rates of 

speciation in extant families, we assumed complete 

Family Genus species
Population 
size after 
200 years

... ... ...

Delphinidae Stenella attenuata 5.39E+06

Delphinidae Orcinus orca 4.05E+05

Physeteridae Physeter macrocephalus 3.95E+05

Dugongidae Dugong dugon 3.86E+05

Elephantidae Elephas maximus 3.51E+05

Elephantidae Loxodonta africana 3.51E+05

Delphinidae Globicephala melas 3.21E+05

Delphinidae Globicephala macrorhynchus 3.17E+04

Balaenidae Balaena mysticetus 2.67E+04

Delphinidae Pseudorca crassidens 2.48E+03

Table 9. Population growth in 200 years in the slowest 
growing species.

Families 
investigated

Families with all 
species >100,000 

individuals

Families with some 
species <100,000 

individuals
88 81 (92%) 7 (8%)

Table 10. Summary of population growth predictions 

assuming a linear speciation rate model.

Families 
investigated

Families with all 
species >100,000 

individuals

Families with some 
species <100,000 

individuals
82 27 (33%) 7 (67%)

Table 11. Summary of population growth predictions 

intervals assuming a linear speciation rate model.
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survival of all the founding populations in these 
calculations for the Tertiary. This is due to the fact 
that we assumed exponential rates of speciation 
rather than linear rates. Thus, only if this assumption 
is true can Tertiary speciation via natural selection 
be plausible. 

the limited taxonomic scope of the calculations for 
these Tertiary species implied that further research 

made. Nevertheless, the strongly negative trend of 
our results suggested that natural selection at the 

speciose.

 Natural selection of individual DNA variants
In light of the potential for natural selection to 

play a role on the phenotypic side of the speciation 
process, we investigated the role of natural selection 
on the genotypic side of the process. As our historical 

sites have gone from a heterozygous to a homozygous 
state in the process of speciation. 

If selection were to act on individual variants, one-
at-a-time, in a sequential manner, then millions of 

million homozygous variants to be selected, a growth-

mammal species for which we had data, none of 
them could produce more than three individuals in 

sequential selection of millions of DNA variants 
was not a plausible scenario by which to reduce 
heterozygosity on the YEC timescale.

However, these calculations ignore the role 
of recombination and gene conversion. Because 
these processes do not swap DNA alleles at every 
single position in the genome each generation, 

than as independent individual DNA positions. 
Consequently, selection could potentially operate at 

individual DNA positions, and it could do so in at 
least two ways. 

First, selection could act on a single DNA variant, 

in a large swath of alleles being passive “hitch-

appearance that many alleles were selected at one 
time. Over time, due to recombination and gene 
conversion, the association between the passive 

If too few generations have occurred since the 

selection might be able to preserve high levels of 
homozygosity and, therefore, play a role in the 
speciation process. However, maintaining this 

itself. In this case, all of the variants as a single unit 
might contribute to the selectable phenotype, and 
the processes of recombination and gene conversion 

against the selectable phenotype. 

maintained, if at all.

constraints on the role that natural selection could 
have played in distributing a heterozygous DNA 
variant pool to various populations during the 
speciation process on the YEC timescale. In the 
future, measurements of the rates of recombination 
and gene conversion will be critical to testing how 
much natural selection could have contributed to 
the reduction of heterozygosity that accompanied 

 Genetic drift and other population genetic 
processes

These results did not mean that the CHNP 

speciation. As mentioned above, natural selection is 
not the only mechanism by which to alter Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium in a population. Introducing 
a population substructure via migration or herding 
can result in effective population sizes that are 
quite small, and small populations can lose alleles 

Few, if any, populations today appeared to exist 
in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. No populations are 

occurring to some extent. Furthermore, completely 
random breeding appears to be impossible to 
maintain, especially in large populations, implying 
that inbreeding is always occurring to some 
extent. In short, no realistic populations are in 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, even if they are not 

Families 
investigated

Families with all 
species >100,000 

individuals

Families with some 
species <100,000 

individuals
82 54 (66%) 28 (34%)

Table 12. Summary of population growth predictions 

intervals assuming an exponential speciation rate 
model.
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were endowed with nuclear DNA diversity from the 
start, population-level shifts toward homozygosity 

they have been in existence, implying that population-
level phenotypes have been constantly changing, 
potentially leading to continuous speciation.

To clarify, for new species to form via shifts away 
from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium via non-natural-
selection population genetic processes, a phenotypic 
goal or a survival advantage is not necessary. If 

that is required for the formation of a new species is 
a new set of traits. For new traits to appear from a 
pool of individuals who are heterozygous at multiple 
loci, then all that might be required for new traits 
to appear is a shift to homozygosity at several of the 
loci. Hence, so long as shifts towards homozygosity 

might be forming. 
Furthermore, shifts towards homozygosity can 

full-sib breeding, heterozygosity can be dropped 10-

To achieve an 85-fold drop in heterozygosity, less 
than 30 generations of full-sib breeding are required 

Comparing these calculations to the potential 

the plausibility of our model. In Table 6, the highest 
fold-drop in heterozygosity was in felids. Since felid 

heterozygosity could have been lost both via inbreeding 
and genetic drift, shifts towards homozygosity were 
more than plausible as a YEC speciation mechanism. 

Even some of the slowest reproducing species on 

drops in heterozygosity in short order. The highest drop 

and even in the Cetacean with the slowest generation 
Balaena mysticetus

could pass between the Flood and the present. Hence, 
generating new species from highly heterozygous 
ancestors via shifts towards homozygosity are not only 

In summary, since the genotypic results above 

who underwent further mutation after Creation, and 
since shifts towards homozygosity appear to have 
been occurring for the entirety of the history of each 

it is theoretically straightforward to produce a large 

the CHNP model.
Furthermore, in the 4365 years since the Flood 

immediately following the Flood, and genetic drift and 

heterozygosity to lower levels. Consequently, the 

diversity was immediately following the Flood, 
implying that the highest potential for phenotypic 
change and speciation was also in the few years 
immediately following the Flood. Thus, the CHNP 
model may also explain the burst of speciation 

Flood boundary is located at the K-T.
Together, our data argued that created 

heterozygosity was necessary to explain the origin 
of species’ genotypic diversity, and that created 
heterozygosity in combination with natural process 

diversity.

Completing the process of speciation

speciation process is the isolation of individuals 
with homozygous alleles from the rest of the 
heterozygous population. If isolation does not occur, 
then homozygous individuals might freely breed 
with more heterozygous ones, and no permanent 
genotypic and phenotypic change will occur. Hence, 
reproductive isolation is necessary for speciation to 
occur under our model.

reproductive incompatibility. Isolation can occur 
simply via geographic distance. Conversely, many 
species within families are geographically isolated 
from one another—e.g., in the family Equidae, the 
Asian ass species are geographically isolated from the 
African ass species, and the three species of zebras all 
occupy fairly distinct regions of Africa.8 

8
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This fact underscored the population genetic 
plausibility of our model. While the mechanisms by 
which reproductive incompatibility are still a matter 
of intense investigation, the process of reproductive 
isolation is straightforward. The habitable surface of 
the earth is vast, and few families have large numbers 

isolation as a mechanism for reproductive isolation 

In the future, additional research will be required 
to elucidate the mechanism by which reproductive 
incompatibility occurs. Presumably, the answer to 
this question will be related to the answer to an 

impact all explanations for the mechanism of 

puzzles remain research questions did not directly 
affect the population genetic plausibility of our 
CHNP model.

Testable predictions and future directions
Shifts away from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium

appear to always be occurring in populations around 
the globe today and probably have been occurring 
globally ever since Creation. Hence, the population 
genetic plausibility of our model is more matter 
of observational fact and less a question 
future predictions. 

remaining population genetic questions revolve 

migration, herding, small population sizes, natural 
selection, mutation, etc.—were responsible for 

combination of these processes probably played a 
role in each speciation event, and separating the 

future research to solve.

(D) Testing the explanatory scope of the CHNP model
The conclusions we described above on the

mechanism by which species originated on the 
YEC timescale naturally also explain why limits 

by which new species arise, according to the CHNP 

rewiring of a creature. Since upwards of 75% of the 

possible apart from a miracle or massive intelligent 
human intervention. Hence, the CHNP model 
seemed to simultaneously explain the dramatic but 

partially derivable via constant rates of mutation 
over time, we anticipate that sequencing of more 

tested. In other words, we anticipate that created 
heterozygosity will be required to explain genotypic 

If this turns out to not be true, the mutation 
differences that could have accumulated in these 

Our mutation rate calculations suggest that 6000 
years is not enough time to do so.

Again, as we mentioned in the Introduction to 

to mutate the entire genome within a single lineage 

demonstrated that the existence of irreducibly 
complex structures across various species implies 
that these structures cannot arise via mutation 

miraculous genetic intervention. Since Scripture 
records no such event, our model naturally explains 

(E) The CHNP model versus other hypotheses
on the mechanism of speciation

We have shown that our CHNP model is necessary 

testable, and comprehensive in explanatory scope. 
Furthermore, the CHNP model plausibly explains 
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several aspects of the timing of speciation elucidated 

including the decline in speciation rates per species, 
the fact of on-going speciation today, and the exquisite 

early post-Flood speciation events.
With respect to other YEC models, our CHNP model 

shares some elements with transposon-based models, 

that are consistent with documented processes today. 

its strong reliance on created heterozygosity and its 
use of measureable and plausible rates of mutational 
change. Furthermore, where other models may have 

of the original forms of the created heterozygosity 

of our current results. In view of these facts, we invite 
our creationist colleagues to test their own models 

While our results represent only a tiny fraction 

planet, we believe that our results are representative 

further measurements of mutations rates in various 
species along with more population genomic data 
within and between species will serve to strengthen 
our model and bring into focus the long sought-after 
answers to the natural history of each species and 
the mechanism of their origin.

Conclusion

and phenotypic diversity arose has been debated 
for over a century. The comparison between 

reveals the necessity of created heterozygosity in 

Created heterozygosity in combination with 

phenotypic and genotypic diversity observable today, 

by which its strength can be evaluated further in 
the future. Thus, speciation on the young-earth 

the origin of the rich diversity of life on this planet. 
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